BREAKING NEWS - March 6th, 2019

Join the Verdek Certified EV Charging Station
Installer Network with a few Simple Steps!
The Electric Vehicle and EV Charging Station markets are expanding at a rapid
pace and are on a trajectory to develop into a $1 billion dollar plus market
creating vase opportunities for "qualified" installation contractors. For the last
10 years Verdek has become one of the largest EV Charging Station
equipment providers installing thousands of stations throughout the U.S..
Developers and building owners now recognize that EV Charging is no
longer an option, but instead is a must be included amenity!
"EV charging stations are now in high demand due to the fact that every
vehicle manufacturer in the world is not offering and selling higher
numbers of electric vehicles than ever before" commented Rudy Garcia,
Verdek LLC Vice President of Sales & Marketing.
Verdek has an extensive amount of experience with all the station models and
types currently available in the market today, and continues to be a leader in
this new technology. Verdek is known nationwide as a reliable and responsive
provider of seamless turn-key solutions, assisting with site selection, station
options and requirements, installation project planning and management, as
well as all on-going support and assistance that are needed to achieve and
maintain a worry-free charging station experience long-term.
We have recently created an updated EV Charging Station Installer's Guide for
all our existing contractors and are looking to certify additional installers in
order to meet the growing market demand.
Whether you're an existing Verdek contractor/partner or not just click on
the link below indicating your interest in being part of our EV Charging
Station Installer Network.

Yes, I'm a new contractor that is interested or I'm an
existing Verdek contractor that would like this update!

Tweet at @VerdekGreenTech
We've updated our look on Twitter
and have loads of EV-related news
and articles to share both from
Verdek and our partners. Give us a
follow to stay updated with the latest
buzz from the world of EVs and clean
energy.
Follow us on Twitter!
Give us a "Like" on Facebook
Help us extend our reach by giving us
a "like" on Facebook. You'll stay up to
date with the latest company news,
product offerings, and EV-related
media.
Follow us on Facebook!
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